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TATE MODULE AND BAD REDUCTION

TIM AND VLADIMIR DOKCHITSER, ADAM MORGAN

Abstract. Let C/K be a curve over a local field. We study the natural
semilinear action of Galois on the minimal regular model of C over a field
F where it becomes semistable. This allows us to describe the Galois
action on the l-adic Tate module of the Jacobian of C/K in terms of
the special fibre of this model over F .

1. Introduction

Let C/K be a curve1 of positive genus over a non-Archimedean local
field2, with Jacobian A/K. Our goal is to describe the action of the absolute
Galois group GK on the l-adic Tate module TlA in terms of the reduction of
C over a field where C becomes semistable, for l different from the residue
characteristic.

Fix a finite Galois extension F/K over which C is semistable [DM]. Write
OF for the ring of integers of F , kF for the residue field of F , IF for the
inertia group, C/OF for the minimal regular model of C/F , and CkF /kF for
its special fibre. For any field L, we denote by L̄ the separable closure of L.

Grothendieck defined a canonical filtration byGF -stable Zl-lattices [SGA7I,
IX, §12],

(1.1) 0 ⊂ Tl(A)t ⊂ Tl(A)IF ⊂ Tl(A);

Tl(A)t is sometimes referred to as the “toric part”. He showed that the
graded pieces of the filtration are unramified GF -modules and are, canoni-
cally,

(1.2) H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl(1), Tl Pic0 C̃k̄F , H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl,

where C̃k̄F is the normalisation of Ck̄F , Υ is the dual graph of Ck̄F (a vertex
for each irreducible component and an edge for every ordinary double point)
and H1, H1 are singular (co)homology groups. Here the middle piece may
be further decomposed as3

(1.3) Tl Pic0(C̃k̄F ) ∼=
⊕

Γ∈J /GF

IndGFStab(Γ) Tl Pic0(Γ),

where J is the set of connected components of C̃k̄F .
In particular (cf. [CFKS, §2.10]), the above discussion determines the

first l-adic étale cohomology group of C as a GF -module:

(1.4) H1
ét(CK̄ ,Ql) ∼= H1(Υ,Z)⊗Sp2 ⊕H1

ét(C̃k̄F ,Ql),
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2Our convention is that a local field is a discretely valued field with finite residue field.
3Here IndGH(·) stands for Zl[G]⊗Zl[H] (·).
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where Sp2 is the 2-dimensional ‘special’ representation (see [Ta, 4.1.4]).
In this paper we describe the full GK-action on Tl(A) in terms of this

filtration, even though C may not be semistable over K.

Theorem 1.5. The filtration (1.1) of Tl(A) is independent of the choice of
F/K and is GK-stable. Moreover, GK acts semilinearly4 on C/OF , inducing

actions on CkF , Υ, Pic0 Ck̄F and Pic0 C̃k̄F , with respect to which (1.2) identi-
fies the graded pieces as GK-modules and (1.3) extends to a GK-isomorphism

Tl Pic0(C̃k̄F ) ∼=
⊕

Γ∈J /GK

IndGKStab(Γ) Tl Pic0(Γ).

The action of σ ∈ GK on CkF is uniquely determined by its action on non-
singular points, where it is given by

CkF (k̄F )ns
lift−→C(OFnr) = C(F nr)

σ−→C(F nr) = C(OFnr)
reduce−→ CkF (k̄F )ns,

where F nr denotes the maximal unramified extension of F . (Whilst there
may be many choices of lift, the composite map from left to right is indepen-
dent of this choice, cf. Theorem 3.1 (3).)

Corollary 1.6. There is an isomorphism of GK-modules

H1
ét(CK̄ ,Ql) ∼= H1(Υ,Z)⊗Sp2 ⊕H1

ét(C̃k̄F ,Ql)

∼= H1(Υ,Z)⊗Sp2 ⊕
⊕

Γ∈J /GK

IndGKStab(Γ)H
1
ét(Γ,Ql).

Remark 1.7. Suppose σ ∈ StabGK (Γ) acts on k̄F as a non-negative integer

power of Frobenius x 7→ x|kK |. Its (semilinear) action on the points of Γ(k̄F )
coincides with the action of a kF -linear morphism (see Remark 3.3). In
particular, one can determine trace of σ on H1

ét(Γ,Ql) = Hom(Tl Pic0(Γ),Ql)
using the Lefschetz trace formula and counting fixed points of this morphism
on Γ(k̄F ). See [D2, §6] for an explicit example.

Remark 1.8. For the background in the semistable case see [SGA7I, §12.1-
§12.3, §12.8] when k = k̄ and [BLR, §9.2] or [Pap] in general. In the non-
semistable case, the fact that the inertia group of F/K acts on A by geo-
metric automorphisms goes back to Serre–Tate [ST, Proof of Thm. 2], and
[CFKS, pp. 12–13] explains how to extend this to a semilinear action of
the whole of GK . We also note that in [BW, Thm. 2.1] the IK-invariants
of TlA (A a Jacobian) are described in terms of the quotient curve by the
Serre–Tate action.

We now illustrate how one might use Theorem 1.5 in two simple examples.

Example 1.9. Let p > 3 be a prime. Fix a primitive 3rd root of unity
ζ ∈ Q̄p and π = 3

√
p, and let F = Qp(ζ, π). Consider the elliptic curve

E/Qp : y2 = x3 + p2

4see Definition 2.8
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which has additive reduction over Qp. Over F , the substitution u = x
π2 , z =

y
p results in the equation

(1.10) z2 = u3 + 1,

so that E attains good reduction over F with the special fibre of its minimal
model the curve Ē/kF given by (reducing modulo p) equation (1.10).

The Galois group GQp acts on Ē by semilinear morphisms, which by The-

orem 1.5 are given on Ē(F̄p) by the “lift-act-reduce” procedure. Explicitly,
we compute the action of σ ∈ GQp on a point (u0, z0) ∈ Ē(F̄p), with lift
(ũ0, z̃0) to the model of E with good reduction. On the original equation for
E this corresponds to the point (π2ũ0, pz̃0) ∈ E(F ). Acting on this point by
σ, rewriting the result in the variables u, z, and then reducing to Ē results
in the point (ζ̄2χ(σ)σ̄u0, σ̄z0) ∈ Ē(F̄p) where σ̄ is the induced action of σ on

the residue field and χ is defined by σ(π)
π ≡ ζ̄χ(σ) mod π. In summary, the

“lift-act-reduce” procedure is given by

(u0, z0)→(ũ0, z̃0)→(π2ũ0, pz̃0)→(σ(π2ũ0), pσz̃0)→(σπ
2

π2 σũ0, σz̃0)→(ζ̄2χ(σ)σ̄u0, σ̄z0).

In particular, σ in the inertia group of Qp acts as the geometric automor-

phism (u, z) 7→ (ζ̄2χ(σ)u, z) of Ē.
By Theorem 1.5, Tl(E) with the usual Galois action is isomorphic to Tl(Ē)

with the action induced by the semilinear automorphisms. In particular,
we see that the action factors through Gal(Fnr/Qp). Moreover the inertia
subgroup acts by elements of order 3 (as expected from the Néron–Ogg–
Shafarevich criterion), and the usual actions of GQp(π) on Tl(E) and Tl(Ē)
agree under the reduction map.

Example 1.11. As in Example 1.9 let p > 3, ζ ∈ Q̄p a primitive 3rd root

of unity, π = 3
√
p, and χ defined by σ(π)

π ≡ ζ̄χ(σ) mod π. Consider the
hyperelliptic curve

C/Qp : y2 =
(
(x−π)2 − p

)(
(x−ζπ)2 − p

)(
(x−ζ2π)2 − p

)
(note that C is indeed defined over Qp since any element of GQp just per-
mutes the factors on the right hand side of the defining equation). Over
F = Qp(ζ, π) the substitution x′ = x

π , y
′ = y

p transforms it to

y2 =
(
(x−1)2 − π

)(
(x−ζ)2 − π

)(
(x−ζ2)2 − π

)
.

This is a semistable curve that reduces to

C̄ : y2 = (x− 1)2(x− ζ̄)2(x− ζ̄2)2,

a union of rational curves y = x3 − 1 and −y = x3 − 1 meeting at 3 points
(1, 0), (ζ̄, 0) and (ζ̄2, 0). The dual graph Υ of C̄ is
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We compute analogously to Example 1.9 that σ ∈ GQp acts as the semilinear

automorphism of C̄

(x, y) 7→ (ζ̄χ(σ)σ̄x, σ̄y).

On Υ the action fixes the vertices (the two components of C̄), and permutes
the edges through a natural action of G = Gal(F/Qp) ∼= S3 when p ≡ 2
mod 3, and of G = Gal(F/Qp) ∼= C3 when p ≡ 1 mod 3. Thus H1(Υ,Z)
is the sum-zero part of Z[S3/C2], respectively Z[C3], as a ZG-module. By
Theorem 1.5, the Tate module Tl(JacC) is an extension of H1(Υ,Z) ⊗Z Zl
by H1(Υ,Z) ⊗Z Zl(1). Now choose a topological generator σ of the tame
inertia and a Frobenius element φ of GQp(π). There is a Ql-basis of the
special representation Sp2 on which they act as

σ 7→
(

1
0

1
1

)
, φ 7→

(
1
0

0
p

)
,

see [Ta, 4.1.4]. After tensoring with H1(Υ,Z), Corollary 1.6 describes
H1

ét(CK̄ ,Ql) explicitly as follows: in some basis, σ acts as Σ, and φ acts
as Φ1 when p ≡ 1 mod 3 and acts as Φ2 when p ≡ 2 mod 3, where

Φ1 =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 p 0

0 0 0 p

, Φ2 =

−1 1 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 −p p

0 0 0 p

, Σ =

0 −1 0 −1

1 −1 1 −1
0 0 0 −1

0 0 1 −1

.
Layout. To prove Theorem 1.5, we review semilinear actions in §2, and
prove a general theorem (3.1) for models of schemes that are sufficiently
‘canonical’ to admit a unique extension of automorphisms of the generic
fibre; in particular, this applies to minimal regular models and stable models
of curves, and Néron models of abelian varieties (this again goes back to [ST,
Proof of Thm. 2]). We then apply this result in §4 to obtain Theorem 1.5.

In fact, all our results are slightly more general, and apply to K the
fraction field of an arbitrary Henselian DVR with perfect residue field, and
not just for the Galois action but also the action of other (e.g. geometric)
automorphisms.

For applications of the results of the paper to the arithmetic of curves we
refer the reader to [D2, §6] and [M2D2, §10]. In particular, for hyperelliptic
curves y2 = f(x) over local fields of odd residue characteristic, [M2D2] de-
scribes the Galois representation of the curve in terms of the arithmetic of
the roots of f .
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2. Semilinear actions

Notation 2.1. For schemes X/S and S′/S we denote by XS′/S
′ the base

change X ×S S′. For a scheme T/S we write X(T ) = HomS(T,X) for the
T -points of X. For a ring R, by an abuse of notation we write X(R) =

X(Spec R). For morphisms X
f−→ Y

g−→ Z our convention is that the
composition is denoted g ◦ f .

2.1. Semilinear morphisms.

Definition 2.2. If S is a scheme, α ∈ AutS, and X and Y are S-schemes,
a morphism f : X → Y is α-linear (or simply semilinear) if the following
diagram commutes:

X
f−−−−→ Yy y

S
α−−−−→ S

Definition 2.3. For a scheme X/S and an automorphism α ∈ Aut(S),

write Xα for X viewed as an S-scheme via X → S
α−→ S.

Remark 2.4. An α-linear morphism X → X is the same as an S-morphism
Xα → X. Note further that

• Xαβ = (Xβ)α,
• an S-morphism f : X → X induces an S-morphism α(f) : Xα →
Xα, which is the same map as f on the underlying schemes.

Remark 2.5. Equivalently, Xα = X ×S,α−1 S viewed as an S-scheme via
the second projection, where the notation indicates that we are using the
morphism α−1 : S → S to form the fibre product. More precisely, the first
projection gives an isomorphism of S-schemes X ×S,α−1 S → Xα.

Lemma 2.6. Let X, Y , S′ be S-schemes, α ∈ AutS and suppose we are
given an α-linear morphism f : X → Y and an α-linear automorphism
α′ : S′ → S′.

(1) There is a unique α′-linear morphism f ×α α′ : XS′ → YS′ such
that πY ◦ (f ×α α′) = f ◦ πX , where πX and πY are the projections
XS′ → X and YS′ → Y respectively.

(2) Given another S-scheme Z, β ∈ AutS, g : Y → Z a β-linear mor-
phism and β′ : S′ → S′ a β-linear automorphism, we have

(g ×β β′) ◦ (f ×α α′) = (g ◦ f)×β◦α (β′ ◦ α′).

Proof. (1) By the universal property of the fibre product YS′ applied to the
morphisms f ◦ πX : XS′ → Y and α′ ◦ πS′ : XS′ → S′ there is a unique
morphism XS′ → YS′ with the required properties.

(2) Follows from the uniqueness of the morphisms afforded by (1). �
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2.2. Semilinear actions.

Notation 2.7. For a group G acting on a scheme X, for each σ ∈ G we
write σX (or just σ) for the associated automorphism of X. All actions
considered are left actions.

Definition 2.8. Let G be a group and S a scheme on which G acts. We say
that G acts semilinearly on an S-scheme X/S if G acts on X as a scheme,
and if for each σ ∈ G the automorphism σX is σS-linear.

Remark 2.9. Specifying a semilinear action of G on X/S is equivalent to
giving S-isomorphisms cσ : Xσ → X for each σ ∈ G, satisfying the cocycle
condition cστ = cσ ◦ σ(cτ ) (cf. Remark 2.4).

Definition 2.10 (Action on points). Given a semilinear action of G on X/S
and T/S, G acts on X(T ) via

P 7−→ σX ◦ P ◦ σ−1
T .

Definition 2.11 (Base change action). Suppose G acts semilinearly on
X/S. Then given S′/S and a semilinear action ofG on S′, we get a semilinear
base change action of G on XS′/S

′ by setting, for σ ∈ G,

σXS′ = σX ×σS σS′ .

Lemma 2.12. Suppose G acts semilinearly on X/S and T/S.

(1) If G acts semilinearly on Y/S and f : X → Y is G-equivariant, then
so is the natural map X(T )→ Y (T ) given by P 7→ f ◦ P .

(2) If G acts semilinearly on T ′/S and f : T ′ → T is G-equivariant,
then so is the natural map X(T )→ X(T ′) given by P 7→ P ◦ f .

(3) If G acts semilinearly on S′/S then the natural map X(T )→ XS′(TS′)
given by P 7→ P ×id id is equivariant for the action of G, where G
acts on XS′(TS′) via base change.

Proof. (1) Clear. (2). Clear. (3) Denoting by φ the map X(T )→ XS′(TS′)
in the statement, for each σ ∈ G we have by Lemma 2.6 (2) that

σ·φ(P ) = (σX×σSσS′)◦(P×idid)◦(σT×σSσS′)
−1 = (σX◦P◦σ−1

T )×idid = φ(σ·P )

as desired. �

Example 2.13 (Automorphisms). Let X be an S-scheme and G = AutS X.
Then the natural action of G on X is semilinear for the trivial action on S.
Given T/S with trivial G-action, the induced action of σ ∈ G on X(T )
recovers the usual action P 7→ σ ◦ P .

Example 2.14 (Galois action). Let K be a field, G = GK and S = SpecK
with trivial G action. Let T = Spec K̄ with σ ∈ G acting via

(σ−1)∗ : Spec K̄ → Spec K̄.

Then for any scheme X/K, letting G act trivially on X, the action on X(K̄)
is P 7→ P ◦ σ∗, which is just the usual Galois action on points.

Now let F/K be Galois, so that the G-action on Spec K̄ restricts to an
action on Spec F . We obtain an example of a genuinely semilinear action
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by considering the base change action of G on XF , so that here the action
on the base Spec F is through (σ−1)∗. The natural map X(K̄) → XF (K̄)
is an equality, and identifies the G-actions by Lemma 2.12 (3).

3. Geometric action over local fields

Let O be a Henselian DVR, K its field of fractions, F/K a finite Galois
extension, OF the integral closure of O in F , and kF the residue field of
OF . Let G be a group equipped with a homomorphism θ : G → GK (in
our applications we will either take G = GK (and θ the identity map), or θ
the zero-map). This induces an action of G on Spec K̄ via σ 7→ (θ(σ)−1)∗,
which restricts to actions on Spec F , Spec OF , etc.

Now let X/F be a scheme on which G acts semilinearly with respect to
the above action on SpecF . Denote by Osh

F the strict Henselisation of OF ,

and F sh the fraction field of Osh
F , noting that the map θ induces actions of

G on Osh
F and F sh.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose X/OF is a model5 of X such that for each σ ∈ G
the semilinear morphism σX extends uniquely to a semilinear morphism
σX : X → X . Then

(1) The map σ 7→ σX defines a semilinear action of G on X/OF . In
particular, it induces by base-change a semilinear action of G on the
special fibre XkF , and also induces actions on X (Osh

F ) and XkF (k̄F ).

(2) The natural maps on points X (Osh
F ) → X(F sh) and X (Osh

F ) →
XkF (k̄F ) are G-equivariant.

(3) Suppose X (Osh
F ) → X(F sh) is bijective, and let I be the image of

X (Osh
F )→ XkF (k̄F ). Then the action of σ ∈ G on I is given by

I
lift−→ X (Osh

F )
=−→ X(F sh)

σ−→ X(F sh)
=−→ X (Osh

F )
reduce−→ I.

Proof. (1) Follows from uniqueness of the extension of the σXF to X .
(2) Follows from Lemma 2.12 (3) applied to the natural maps

Osh
F ⊗OF F → F sh and OF̄ ⊗OF kF → kF̄ .

(3) Follows from (2). �

Remark 3.2. The assumption on the uniqueness of the extensions of the σX
is automatic if X/OF is separated. The assumption that X (Osh

F )→ X(F sh)
is bijective in part (3) is automatic if X/OF is proper.

Remark 3.3. Suppose char kF = p > 0 and σ ∈ G acts on k̄F as x 7→ xp
n

for some n ≥ 0. Let Fr denote the pn-power absolute Frobenius. Note that
Fr : XkF → XkF is Fr = σ−1

Spec kF
-linear whilst σXkF is σSpec kF -linear, so

that ψσ = σXkF ◦ Fr is a kF -morphism. Moreover, since absolute Frobenius

commutes with all scheme morphisms, for any P ∈ XkF (k̄F ) we have

ψσ(P ) = σXkF ◦ Fr ◦P = σXkF ◦ P ◦ Fr = σXkF ◦ P ◦ σ
−1
Spec kF

= σ · P.

5For our purposes, a model X/OF of X is simply a scheme over OF with a specified

isomorphism i : X ×OF F
∼=−→ X.
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In particular, the action of σ on the k̄F -points of XkF agrees with that of a
kF -morphism, even though the action of σ on kF may be non-trivial.

Remark 3.4. The assumptions of Theorem 3.1, including (3), hold in the
following situations:

(i) X/F a curve of positive genus and X/OF the minimal proper regular
model of X/F .

(ii) X/F a curve of positive genus, and X/OF the stable model of X/F
(provided X is semistable over F ).

(iii) X/F an abelian variety and X/OF the Néron model of X/F .
(iv) X/F a curve of positive genus and X/OF the Néron model of X/F

in the sense of [LT].

To see that the assumption of the theorem is satisfied, use Remark 2.9:
in all three cases, for any σ ∈ G, Xσ is again a model of Xσ of the same
type as X , and the universal properties that these models satisfy guarantee
the existence and uniqueness of the extensions. Regarding (3), X (Osh

F ) =

XF (F sh) by properness in (i),(ii) and the Néron mapping property in (iii)
and (iv). Moreover, we note that the image I of the reduction map contains
all non-singular points since Osh

F is Henselian. Note that in particular if we
take G = GK (and θ the identity map), C/K a curve of positive genus, and
X = CF equipped with the canonical semilinear action of GK as described in
Example 2.14, then the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for X/OF
any one of the minimal proper regular model, the stable model (assuming
C becomes semistable over F ) or Néron model of X. Similarly we may take
A/K to be an abelian variety, X the base change of A to F equipped with
its canonical semilinear action, and X/OF the Néron model of X/F .

4. Curves and Jacobians

As in §3, let O be a Henselian DVR, K its field of fractions, F/K a finite
Galois extension, OF the integral closure of O in F and kF the residue field
of OF . From now on we assume that kF is perfect. Denote by Osh

F the

strict Henselisation of OF , and F sh the fraction field of Osh
F . Let G be a

group equipped with a homomorphism θ : G → GK , acting on Spec K̄ via
σ 7→ (θ(σ)−1)∗, and hence also on Spec F , Spec OF , etc. Finally, fix a curve
C/F of positive genus and semistable reduction equipped with a semilinear
action of G (with respect to the above action on SpecF ) and let A/F be the
Jacobian of C. For the application to Theorem 1.5 we take G = GK (and
θ the identity map), begin with a curve over K which becomes semistable
over F , and take C to be the base change of this curve to F along with the
canonical semilinear action of GK as in Example 2.14 and Remark 3.4.

Let C/OF be the minimal regular model of C/F (which is semistable since
C/F is). Let A/OF be the Néron model of A/F with special fibre Ā/kF , and
let A0/OF be its identity component with special fibre Ā0/kF . Theorem 3.1
and Remark 3.4 then provide a semilinear action of G on C/OF , inducing a
semilinear action on the special fibre CkF /kF also. Next, let Pic0

C/OF denote

the identity component of the relative Picard functor of C over OF . This

https://doi.org/10.1090/tran/6642
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inherits a semilinear action σ 7→ (σ−1
C )∗ of G induced from that on C/OF as

we now explain (since pull back of line bundles is contravariant one needs
to include the inverse to obtain a left action). By Remark 2.5 and the
fact that the relative Picard functor commutes with base change, it also
commutes with twisting in the sense of Definition 2.3: for all σ ∈ G we have
Pic0
Cσ/OF = (Pic0

C/OF )σ. Functoriality of Pic0
C/OF combined with Remark

2.4 gives the sought automorphism (σ−1
C )∗. We note that this induces by

base-change a semilinear action of G on the special fibre Pic0
CkF /kF

, with

σ ∈ G acting as (σ−1
CkF

)∗. Further, the argument above with C/F in place

of C/OF yields a semilinear action of G on the Jacobian A/F , again given
by σ 7→ (σ−1

C )∗ (if we take G = GK and C arising via base change from K
then this is the usual Galois action on the Jacobian on C). Now Theorem
3.1 and Remark 3.4 apply once again to give a semilinear action of G on
A/OF which induces semilinear actions on A0/OF , Ā/kF , and Ā0/kF also.
We will need the following compatibility result between the above actions.

Lemma 4.1. For any σ ∈ G, the following diagram commutes

A0 σA−−−−→ A0y∼= y∼=
Pic0
C/OF

(σ−1
C )∗

−−−−→ Pic0
C/OF ,

with the vertical isomorphisms provided by [BLR, Thm. 9.5.4].

Proof. Since A0 and Pic0
C/OF are separated over OF it suffices to check that

the diagram commutes on the generic fibre, where it does by the definition
of the action of G on A. �

We now turn to the G-action on the Tate module of A. Here we write
[m] for the set of m-torsion points over the separable closure of the ground
field.

Lemma 4.2. (1) For every m ≥ 1 coprime to char kF ,

A[m]IF ∼= Ā[m]

as G-modules, where here IF := Gal(F̄ /F sh) is the inertia group of F .
(2) For every l 6= char kF ,

TlA
IF ∼= TlĀ = TlĀ0 ∼= Tl Pic0

CkF /kF

as G-modules.

Proof. (1) Note that A[m]IF = A(F sh)[m] is a G-submodule of A[m] since
G acts on F sh. By [ST, Lemma 2], under the reduction map A[m]IF is
isomorphic to Ā[m] as abelian groups, and this map is G-equivariant for the
given actions by Theorem 3.1 (2).

(2) Pass to the limit in (1) and apply Lemma 4.1 for the final isomorphism.
�

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-51438-8
http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/1970722
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The following theorem describes the G-module Tl Pic0
CkF /kF

. We begin by

explaining how G acts on certain objects associated to CkF .

Remark 4.3. Let Y = Ck̄F . Combining the action of G on CkF with the

action on k̄F coming from the homomorphism θ : G → GK we obtain
by base-change a semilinear action of G on Y . This moreover induces a
semilinear action on the normalisation Ỹ of Y (any automorphism of Y ,

semilinear or otherwise, lifts uniquely to Ỹ and the lifts of the σY are easily
checked to define a semilinear action of G). Write

n = normalisation map Ỹ → Y ,
I = set of singular (ordinary double) points of Y ,

J = set of connected components of Ỹ ,
K = n−1(I); this comes with two canonical maps

φ : K → I, P 7→ n(P ),

ψ : K → J , P 7→ component of Ỹ on which P lies.
The dual graph Υ of Y has vertex set J and edge set I. K is the set of edge
endpoints, and the maps φ and ψ specify adjacency (note that loops and
multiple edges are allowed). A graph automorphism of Υ (which we allow
to permute multiple edges and swap edge endpoints) is precisely the data of
bijections K → K, I → I and J → J that commute with φ and ψ. In this
way, the action of G on Ỹ induces an action of G on Υ, and hence also on
H1(Υ,Z) and H1(Υ,Z).

Theorem 4.4. We have an exact sequence of G-modules

0 −→ H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl(1) −→ Tl Pic0
CkF /kF

−→ Tl Pic0
C̃kF /kF

−→ 0

where Υ is the dual graph of Ck̄F and C̃kF the normalisation of CkF . More-
over,

Tl Pic0
C̃kF /kF

∼=
⊕

Γ∈J /G

IndGStab(Γ) Tl Pic0(Γ)

where J is the set of geometric connected components of C̃k̄F . (The action
of G on Zl(1) is via the map θ : G→ GK .)

Proof. We follow [SGA7I, pp. 469–474] closely, except our sequences (4.5)
and (4.6) are slightly tweaked from the ones appearing there, and we must
check G-equivariance of all maps appearing. Write k = kF , Y = Ck̄F and let

Ỹ , n, I, J , K, φ, ψ be as in Remark 4.3. The normalisation map n is an
isomorphism outside I, and yields an exact sequence of sheaves on Y

1 −→ O×Y −→ n∗O×Ỹ −→ I −→ 0,

with I concentrated in I. Consider the long exact sequence on cohomology

0→ H0(Y,O×Y )→ H0(Ỹ ,O×
Ỹ

)→ H0(Y, I)→ H1(Y,O×Y )→ H1(Ỹ ,O×
Ỹ

)→ 0

which is surjective on the right since I is flasque. Writing (k̄×)I for the set
of functions I → k̄×, and similarly for J and K, we have

H0(Y, I) = coker((k̄×)I
φ∗−→ (k̄×)K),

https://doi.org/10.1007/BFb0068694
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where φ∗ takes a function I → k̄× to K → k̄× by composing with φ. With
ψ∗ defined in the same way, the exact sequence above becomes

(4.5) 0 −→ k̄× −→ (k̄×)J
ψ∗−→ (k̄×)K

φ∗((k̄×)I)
−→ PicY (k̄) −→ Pic Ỹ (k̄) −→ 0.

Write the dual graph Υ as the union Υ = U ∪ V , where U is the union of
open edges, and V is the union of small open neighbourhoods of the vertices.
Then the Mayer-Vietoris sequence reads

(4.6) 0 −→ H1(Υ,Z) −→ ZK (φ,ψ)−→ ZI × ZJ −→ Z −→ 0,

since H0(U) = ZI , H0(V ) = ZJ , H0(U ∩V ) = ZK and the higher homology
groups of U , V and U ∩ V all vanish.

Now take σ ∈ G. Since the semilinear action of G on Ỹ lifts that on Y ,
the natural maps OY → (σY )∗OY and OỸ → (σỸ )∗OỸ give the left two
vertical maps in the commutative diagram

0 −−−−→ O×Y −−−−→ n∗O×Ỹ −−−−→ I −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ (σY )∗O×Y −−−−→ (σY )∗n∗O×Ỹ −−−−→ (σY )∗I −−−−→ 0,

with these two vertical maps then giving rise to the third. Taking the long
exact sequences for cohomology associated to this diagram we find that
(4.5) is an exact sequence of G-modules (note that as σY is an isomorphism,
for any sheaf F on Y the natural pullback map on cohomology identifies
H i(Y, (σY )∗F) with H i(Y,F) for all i).

On the level of Tate modules Tl (l 6= char k), (4.5) then yields an exact
sequence of G-modules6

0−→Zl(1)−→Zl[I](1)⊕ Zl[J ](1)−→Zl[K](1)−→Tl PicY −→Tl Pic Ỹ −→0

with G acting on Zl(1) via the map θ : G → GK and on I,J and K by
permutation. On the other hand, applying Hom(−,Zl(1)) to (4.6) yields an
exact sequence of G-modules

0 −→ Zl(1) −→ Zl[I](1)⊕Zl[J ](1) −→ Zl[K](1) −→ H1(Υ,Z)⊗ZZl(1) −→ 0.

The first claim follows.
For the second claim, note that Tl Pic0 Ỹ =

⊕
Γ∈J Tl Pic0 Γ abstractly,

and that once the G-action is accounted for the right hand side becomes the
asserted direct sum of induced modules. �

Remark 4.7. Under the Serre–Tate isomorphism Tl Pic0
CkF /kF

∼= Tl(A)IF ,

the subspace H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl(1) maps onto Tl(A)t. To see this, let F be the
image of H1(Υ,Z) ⊗Z Zl(1) in Tl(A). In the notation of Theorem 4.4, the

6For l 6= char k the first three terms of (4.5) are l-divisible, from which it follows that
the sequence is also exact on the level of ln-torsion for each n ≥ 1. Moreover, since for
all n the ln-torsion in each term is a finite abelian group, the resulting inverse systems all
satisfy the Mittag-Leffler conditions. In particular, the sequence of l-adic Tate modules is
exact also.
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quotient of Tl(A)IF by F is isomorphic to
⊕

Γ∈J /G IndGStab(Γ) Tl Pic0(Γ) and

as such is free as a Zl-module. In particular F is a saturated submodule
of Tl(A)IF . Similarly, Tl(A)t is also a saturated submodule of Tl(A)IF by
(1.1). Since also F and Tl(A)t have the same Zl-rank (again by (1.1) and
Theorem 4.4), to show that they are equal as submodules of Tl(A)IF it is
enough to check F ⊆ Tl(A)t. When K is a local field (as is the case in
Theorem 1.5) the eigenvalues of the Frobenius element of Gal(F nr/F ) on F
have absolute value |kF |, since it acts on H1(Υ,Z) with finite order, and on
Zl(1) as multiplication by |kF | (here F nr denotes the maximal unramified
extension of F ). By examining the graded pieces of the filtration in (1.1) we
see that Tl(A)t can be characterised as the largest submodule of Tl(A)IF on
which Frobenius acts with all eigenvalues having weight |kF | and so the claim
follows. For general K one can use Deligne’s Frobenius weights argument in
[SGA7I, I, §6] to reduce to this case.

Corollary 4.8. The canonical filtration 0 ⊂ Tl(A)t ⊂ Tl(A)IF ⊂ Tl(A) in
(1.1) is G-stable and its graded pieces are, as G-modules,

H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl(1), Tl Pic0(C̃k̄F ), H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2, Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.7 that the
filtration is G-stable and that the first two graded pieces are as claimed. Now
by Grothendieck’s orthogonality theorem [SGA7I, Theorem 2.4], Tl(A)IF is
the orthogonal complement of Tl(A)t under the Weil pairing

Tl(A)× Tl(A)→ Zl(1)

(here we use the canonical principal polarisation to identify A with its
dual). Since the Weil pairing is G-equivariant this identifies the quotient
Tl(A)/Tl(A)IF with

HomZl(H
1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl(1),Zl(1)) = H1(Υ,Z)⊗Z Zl

which completes the proof. �

Remark 4.9 (Proof of Theorem 1.5). That the filtration (1.1) is indepen-
dent of F follows from its characterisation in terms of the identity component
of the Néron model in [SGA7I, IX, §12], combined with the fact that the
identity component of the Néron model of a semistable abelian variety com-
mutes with base change. (Alternatively, this can also be seen by considering
Frobenius eigenvalues on the graded pieces.) To deduce our main theorem,
we take C/F the base change of a (positive genus) curve over K which be-
comes semistable over F , and take G = GK acting as in Example 2.14 (cf.
also Remark 3.4) throughout this section: this gives the claimed description
of the graded pieces and the Tate module decomposition. The explicit for-
mula for the action on non-singular points of CkF (k̄F ) follows from Theorem
3.1(3).
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